**Skills Used:** SnapWords® Hopscotch is an excellent activity for children who need movement incorporated into their lessons to make learning successful. By keeping their active body moving, they are able to better focus on the sight words they are learning. This game will help with overall sight words recognition.

**Materials Needed:** SnapWords, Tape and Clear sheet protectors

**Directions:**
1. Prepare the hopscotch game by sliding a single SnapWord® into each sheet protector.
2. Next, lay out the sheet protectors in a hopscotch board pattern on the floor and tape the pieces together.
3. Have your child(ren) toss a bean bag or a small soft toy onto the hopscotch game.
4. They will jump to the box that the bean bag landed on while reading each word that they pass.
5. Once they have learned both sides of the SnapWord® cards (image and plain side), you can swap out the cards for new ones for them to practice with.
6. This activity can be done over and over again by switching up the design of the hopscotch board and the SnapWords® cards that you use!

**Give it a try!** Use code “hopscotch” for 10% off a set of SnapWords® Teaching Cards. Limit one use per customer and only valid on online orders through child1st.com.